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We present a formalism for determining the cross section for exclusive heavy vector meson production
(J=ψ ;ϒ) as a function of rapidity, in both high-energy proton-proton and proton-heavy ion collisions, at
next-to-leading order in QCD.We compare and contrast the production in pp and p-Pb collisions and show
how data for these processes can give information on the low-x gluon distribution of the proton and heavy
ions at a range of different scales.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a long history of experimental and theoretical
study of exclusive vector meson production in high-energy
proton-proton collisions. In particular, data for the differ-
ential cross section dσðpþ p → pþ V þ pÞ=dY have
come under theoretical scrutiny for vector mesons
V ¼ J=ψ ;ϒð1SÞ, where the þ signs denote large rapidity
gaps between the rapidity Y of the vector meson and the
outgoing protons, ensuring the exclusivity of the exper-
imental measurements. The theoretical description proceeds
by first calculating the differential cross section for the
exclusive photoproduction subprocess γ þ p → V þ p for
which the dominant QCD diagram is sketched in simplified
form in Fig. 1. At high energy the process is driven by the
behavior of the gluon parton distribution of the proton at
small momentum fraction. In this work, we apply the
theoretical framework, based on collinear factorization
and developed to next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturba-
tive QCD in Refs. [1,2], to p-Pb collisions. Other
approaches include, for example, models based on the
color-glass-condensate (CGC) [3,4] and kT-factorization
frameworks [5], as well as LO perturbative QCD [6].
Note that the two exchanged gluons in Fig. 1 carry different
fractions of the incoming proton momentum, so we are
dealing with a generalized, skewed gluon distribution. The
net momentum fraction transferred from the proton to the

vector meson is 2ξ; thus, for this exclusive process 2ξ plays
the role of the usual variable “x” in deep inelastic scattering
(DIS). For our high-energy process we have x − ξ ≪ xþ
ξ ≪ 1 and the cross section can be accurately estimated in
terms of the conventional gluon distribution gð2ξÞ and a
skewing correction [7,8]. Recall that a detailed NLO
analysis of the current inclusive data determines the NLO
gluon distribution down to 2ξ ≃ 10−4 [9]. For smaller
momentum fractions the uncertainties become too large;
see also [10]. However, the exclusive J=ψ data from LHC
[11,12] are found to determine the gluon distribution down
to 2ξ ∼ 3 × 10−6.

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of high-energy exclusive vector
meson production, γ� þ p → V þ p. The factorized form follows
since, in the proton rest frame, the formation time τf ≃
2Eγ=ðQ2 þM2

VÞ is much greater than the qq̄-proton interaction
time. Q is the virtuality of the photon and the light-cone
momentum Pþ ¼ ðpþ p0Þ=2. For the photoproduction setup
considered here, we have Q2 ¼ 0.
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In Sec. II we note that in going from the cross section for
photoproduction, γ þ p → V þ p, to that for pþ p →
pþ V þ p, we need to allow for photon emissions from
both incoming protons. Moreover, we have to evaluate the
photon flux and the survival factors of the rapidity gaps, i.e.
the probabilities that the rapidity gaps do not get populated
by additional emissions. Section III concerns exclusive
vector meson production in p-Pb collisions. Data for such
a process appear to have the advantage of having a much
larger cross section—enhanced by the large charge of the
heavy Pb ion, that is, by a factor Z2 ¼ 6724. However, when
we come to evaluate the cross section we find the theoretical
formalism is much more complicated than that for pp
collisions. In Sec. IV we compare the differential cross
section data from ALICE and CMS at the proton-nucleon
collision energy ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV for the process
pþ Pb → pþ V þ Pb, where V ¼ J=ψ ;ϒ, with our cor-
responding theoretical results. We then provide predictions
at ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 8.16 TeV, before presenting our conclusions and

outlook in Sec. V.

II. EXCLUSIVE p+ p → p+V + p PRODUCTION

We begin with pp collisions and leave the discussion of
p-Pb collisions until the next section. The procedure for
calculating the cross section for the high-energy exclusive
process pþ p → pþ V þ p (where the vector meson V ¼
J=ψ or ϒ and where theþ signs represent rapidity gaps) is
described in Refs. [5,13]. As mentioned above, we first
calculate the cross section for the exclusive photoproduc-
tion process

σWðγpÞ≡ σðγ þ p → V þ pÞ; ð1Þ

where W is the γp center-of-mass energy. This process is
driven by the two amplitudes sketched in Fig. 2. In the left
diagram the photon is radiated by the upper proton and then
the vector meson V is created on the lower proton via the

γ þ p → V þ p reaction. The diagram on the right shows
the other possibility where the photon is emitted from the
lower proton while the upper proton acts as the target.
When the meson V is detected in the forward region, the

corresponding γp energies are quite different:

W2þ ¼ MV
ffiffiffi
s

p
eY and W2

− ¼ MV
ffiffiffi
s

p
e−Y; ð2Þ

where Y is the rapidity of the vector meson in the laboratory
(i.e. pp center-of-momentum) frame. Since the γp → V þ
p cross section steeply grows with energy, the dominant
contribution comes from the first amplitude which corre-
sponds to a larger energy Wþ.
The cross section for exclusive V production in ultra-

peripheral pp collisions is therefore given by the sum1 of
the exclusive photoproduction cross sections, σ�ðγpÞ of
Eq. (1), at the two γp energies W�:

dσðpþp→pþVþpÞ
dY

¼ S2ðWþÞ
�
kþ

dnp
dkþ

�
σþðγpÞ

þS2ðW−Þ
�
k−

dnp
dk−

�
σ−ðγpÞ: ð3Þ

Note that the subprocess cross sections are weighted by the
survival factors S2ðW�Þ, which account for the probability
that the rapidity gap between the vector meson and the target
proton is not populated by soft interactions which would
destroy the exclusivity of the event, and by the photon
fluxes dnp=dk� for photons of energy k� ¼ x�

ffiffiffi
s

p
=2,

where x� are the fractions of the parent proton energy
carried by the photon.
The flux of photons emitted from a proton is well known

[14]:

FIG. 2. The two diagrams describing exclusive heavy vector meson production in pþ p → pþ V þ p, at the LHC. TheWþ andW−
contributions arise in the ultraperipheral description of the γ þ p → V þ p subprocess; see the text for details. In the p-Pb mode, either
the upper or lower proton is replaced by a Pb ion.

1The interference between the two amplitudes of the two
subprocesses is small since the transverse momentum of the
proton which radiates the photon is much smaller than that of
the target proton. Thus we may neglect the interference term at
the accuracy we are aiming at here.
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dnpðxÞ
dx

¼ αQED

π2x

Z
d2q⊥

q2⊥ þ x2m2
p

�
q2⊥

q2⊥ þ x2m2
p
ð1− xÞFEðQ2Þ

þ x2

2
FMðQ2Þ

�
; ð4Þ

where q⊥ is the photon transverse momentum, mp is the
proton mass and FE;M are the proton form factors:

FEðQ2Þ ¼ ð4m2
pG2

EðQ2ÞþQ2GMðQ2ÞÞ=ð4m2
pþQ2Þ; ð5Þ

FMðQ2Þ ¼ G2
MðQ2Þ: ð6Þ

The scale Q2 ¼ ðq2⊥ þ x2m2
pÞ=ð1 − xÞ, while GE and GM

are the “Sachs” form factors, which may be expressed in
dipole forms

GEðQ2Þ ¼ 1=ð1þQ2=0.71 GeV2Þ2; ð7Þ

GMðQ2Þ ¼ 2.79=ð1þQ2=0.71 GeV2Þ2: ð8Þ

The rapidity gap survival factors S2ðW�Þ are calculated
in impact parameter b space using

S2ðW�; bÞ ¼ expð−Ωðb;W�ÞÞ; ð9Þ

where Ωðb;WÞ is the opacity (i.e. optical density) of the
proton-proton interaction at the energy W and the vector
valued impact parameter b ¼ ðbx; byÞ; see e.g. [15].
The results as a function of the rapidity of the vector

meson are tabulated for different collider energies in
Refs. [5,13] for V ¼ J=ψ and ϒ, respectively.

III. EXCLUSIVE p+Pb → p+V +Pb PRODUCTION

In a proton-lead collision the photon flux radiated
coherently by the lead ion is strongly enhanced by the
factor Z2 ¼ 6724. So, as mentioned before, at first sight the
amplitude with the photon emitted by the lead ion (say,
Fig. 2 left) should dominate. However the situation is not so
simple.

A. The different contributions

Firstly, in the γ þ Pb → V þ Pb process, the nucleons
situated at the same impact parameter (i.e. on the line
directed along the beam) may interact coherently as well.
That is, we have a competition between the factor Z2 ¼
6724 and a coherent factor of about A4=3 ¼ 1232; see [16]
for more details. Thus the proton-induced rate is suppressed
only by a factor of 5 relative to that induced by Pb.
Moreover, as it is seen from the right-hand side of (4), we

have essentially a logarithmic integral
R
dq2⊥=q2⊥ in the

interval from q⊥ ≃ xmp up to the value ∼1=R limited by the
form factors. That is, within the leading-logarithmic approxi-
mation, the photon flux is proportional to lnð1=ðxmpRÞÞ,

where x� ¼ ðMV=
ffiffiffi
s

p Þe�Y is the proton momentum fraction
carried by the photon and R is the radius of the photon
emitter. Thus, for a large rapidity Y, the flux radiated by the
proton may be enhanced by the ratio

lnð1=ðx−mpRpÞÞ= lnð1=ðxþmpRPbÞÞ; ð10Þ

which for an ϒ at Y ¼ 2.5 reaches 6.8 at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV.
Here ðxmpÞ2 is the minimal virtuality squared, jtminj, of the
photon which carries the fraction x of the momentum of the
parent proton. The crucial point is that to produce a heavyϒ
at large Y the photon must carry a large fraction of the
nucleon beam momentum and the value of xmp becomes
comparable to the inverse ion radius, 1=RPb. That is, the
logarithm in the denominator of the ratio becomes small.
Besides this, the amplitude where the photon was

radiated by the proton may be enhanced due to the energy
dependence of the elementary photoproduction amplitude.
Therefore, it is not evident that it is sufficient to consider

only the photons radiated by the heavy ion. In particular, for
the case of forward exclusive ϒ production in the lead ion
direction, the contribution caused by the photon radiated
off the proton beam may even dominate at large Y. In our
computations we will keep both amplitudes. The kinematic
configurations are illustrated (see Fig. 9) and discussed in
Appendix B.

B. Including the probability of rapidity gap survival

Here we recall the structure of the calculations needed to
account for the gap survival probability in exclusive vector
meson production in p-Pb collisions. We will follow
Sec. VI of Ref. [16]; see also [17].
It is convenient to work in terms of the transverse

coordinate, that is, to work in the two-dimensional impact
parameter b space. Let us start with the incoherent
production of the vector meson in proton-ion collisions
in which the photon is emitted from the incoming proton.
The situation is sketched in Fig. 3(a). The figure shows the
impact factors bPb, bp and bV corresponding, respectively,
to the center of the Pb ion, the proton and the produced
vector meson. Note that we show the extent in b space of
the Pb ion. It is convenient to take the center of the Pb ion to
be the origin of the transverse plane, that is, to take bPb ¼ 0.
Since we are looking for the cross section (σ ∝ A�A)

integrated over the momentum transferred t, the values of b
are the same in the A� and A amplitudes. Allowing for the
photon flux and survival factors, we can therefore write the
expression for the cross section of the incoherent pþ Pb →
pþ V þ Pb interaction (for the case of the photon radiated
by the incoming proton) as

σincoh¼
Z

d2bpd2bVTðbVÞ
xdnpðx;bpÞ

dx
jAj2S2pðbsÞS2VðbsvÞ;

ð11Þ
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where npðx; bÞ is the flux of photons emitted off the proton,
A ¼ AðW; baÞ is the γ þ p → V þ p amplitude in b
representation and TðbVÞ is the density profile of the Pb
ion, evaluated as given in Appendix A. Equation (11) is
written in the limit of a small size amplitudeA; i.e. the size
of the amplitude given by the t slope BV ¼ B0 þ
4α0 ln ðW=W0Þ (see later) is much less than that for the
heavy ion R2

Pb ≫ 4BV .
2 The survival factors are

S2pðbsÞ ¼ expð−TðbsÞσðpNÞÞ; ð12Þ

which is the probability not to fill the gap by secondary
emissions produced in additional proton-lead interactions,
where bs ¼ jbPb − bpj ¼ bp with our choice bPb ¼ 0, and

S2VðbsvÞ ¼ exp ð−TðbsvÞσðVNÞÞ; ð13Þ

which is the probability not to fill the gap by secondaries
produced in additional vector meson-Pb interactions, where
bsv ¼ jbPb − bV j ¼ bV . Finally, σðpNÞ [and σðVNÞ] are the
cross sections of the proton-nucleon (vector meson-
nucleon) interaction inside the ion. Recall that the expres-
sions (12) and (13) are similar to the probability not to have

an additional interaction in the target and the product TðbÞσ
plays the role of the optical density of the target, that is, the
opacity Ω in (9).
If we were to neglect the survival factors (i.e. setting

S2 ¼ 1), then the cross section would be

σincoh ¼
xdnpðxÞ

dx
σðγ þ p → V þ pÞ · A; ð14Þ

where A ¼ 208 is the lead atomic number.
As mentioned above, besides the incoherent interaction,

we need to consider coherent production as well. Here the
situation is sketched in Fig. 4. The coherent cross section is
of the form

σcoh ¼ 4πBVF2
PbðtminÞ

Z
d2bpd2bVT2ðbVÞ

×
xdnpðx; bpÞ

dx
jAj2S2pðbsÞS2VðbVÞ; ð15Þ

where the dimension of the extra T factor is compensated by
the t slope of the γ þ p → V þ p amplitude.3 The amplitude
A is normalized to

R
d2bjAðbÞj2 ¼ σðγ þ p → V þ pÞ.

The form factor FPb in (15) accounts for the nucleon
distribution in the lead ion. The point is that the coherence
of the interaction with different nucleons should not be
destroyed by the longitudinal component of the momen-
tum transferred. This component is represented by
tmin ¼ −ðxmpÞ2=ð1 − xÞ. Since the value of jtminj is small

Pb

x

y

bp

bPb

bV
bs

proton

V

γ

Pb

x

y

bp

bPb

proton
V

γ

FIG. 3. The geometry of the pþ Pb → pþ V þ Pb process in the transverse (x, y) plane. In the left diagram the photon is radiated off
the incoming proton, whereas in the right diagram the photons are radiated by the lead ion. The black dotted curves indicate that we add
coherently the contributions of each proton inside the lead ion. Note that the photons can be emitted and absorbed at different points
along the z beam axis.

2Accounting, however, for the nonlocality of A in the
computation, i.e. the size of the proton, we replace the density
profile TðbÞ by the convolution T 0ðbÞ ¼ 1

4πBV

R
d2b0Tðb0Þ

exp½−ðb − b0Þ2=ð4BVÞ�. [This is true for any choice of b. Our
natural choice TðbVÞ is given in Eq. (A1).] Analogous replace-
ments (with the corresponding B slopes) were used in the
calculation of the survival factors S2. For proton-nucleon inter-
actions the slope Bel ¼ 20 GeV−2 is used for ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 8.16 TeV
and Bel ¼ 19.1 GeV−2 for ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV.

3Recall that the t behavior of the photoproduction cross section
dσðγ þ p → V þ pÞ=dt ∝ expðBVtÞ corresponds to the ampli-
tude AðbÞ ¼ Aðb ¼ 0Þ exp½−b2=ð2BVÞ�.
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in our kinematics, here we use just the exponential
parametrization FPbðtÞ ¼ expðthr2Pbi=6Þ, with hr2Pbi being
the mean radius squared of the lead ion.
We are particularly interested in the case when the

photons are radiated by the lead ion. Then we have only
coherent radiation to consider. Here the situation is
sketched in the right panel of Fig. 3. Now the cross section
has the form

σPb ¼ σðγ þ p → V þ pÞ
Z

d2bV
xdnPbðx; bVÞ

dx

× S2pðbVÞS2VðbVÞ: ð16Þ

Calculating the photon flux nðx; bÞ given by (4) we keep
just the electric (FE) term since the magnetic (FM)
contribution contains an additional x2 factor, while we
work at small x. Besides this, the magnetic contribution is
concentrated at low impact parameters where the gap
survival factor S2p is extremely small. [We have checked
that the magnetic (FM) contribution does not exceed 1%.]
For the lead ion the form factor FE corresponds to the
proton distribution in lead; see (A2).
Note, however, that expression (4) cannot be transformed

to the coordinate b representation directly. First, we have to
transform the amplitude of photon emission and to account

for the polarization structure of the amplitude. The point is
that the photon polarization vector eγ is directed parallel to
the photon transverse momentum q⊥. That is, the amplitude
should be a vector. In b space it will be the vector
aγ ¼ baðbÞ. Calculating the Fourier transform gives

baðbÞ ¼ 1

4π2

Z
d2q⊥eib·q⊥

ðq2⊥ þ x2m2
pÞ

q⊥

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αQED

πx
ð1 − xÞFEðQ2Þ

r
;

ð17Þ

and after the angular integration we do not obtain the usual
zero-order Bessel J0ðb · q⊥Þ but rather J1ðb · q⊥Þ [18].
Since J1ðb · q⊥Þ vanishes as b → 0, the typical values of the
impact parameter become larger.
Finally the photon flux in the b representation outside the

heavy ion takes the form

d3nPb
dxd2bγ

¼ Z2αQED

xπ2b2γ
ðxmpbγÞ2K2

1ðxmpbγÞ; ð18Þ

where K1ðzÞ is the modified Bessel function.

C. The uncertainty in the evaluation of S2

Note that the expression for SV in (13) is written in the
spirit of the vector meson dominance model [19,20]. That
is, we assume that the photon to ϒ transition takes place
before the collision and then the completely dressed ϒ
meson interacts with the heavy ion. This is reasonable when
the meson goes in the proton beam direction (see [21] for a
detailed discussion). However, the assumption is not
justified for a very forward (large rapidity) ϒ going in
the direction of the lead ion. Indeed, the γ → bb̄ vertex is
pointlike and for Y > 2–3 the quarks do not have sufficient
time to form the normal ϒ wave function. From the
beginning the size of the bb̄ pair is too small, and the
corresponding cross section [22,23]

σðVNÞ ∝ α2shr2bb̄i ð19Þ

is smaller than the cross section of the normally dressed
ϒ meson.
In addition, the absorption cross section for theϒmeson,

σðVNÞ, is not known experimentally. Moreover it depends
on the VN collision energy sVN ¼ W2. For our numerical
estimate we take the Regge behavior

σVNðWÞ ¼ σ0

�
W2

M2
V

�
αPð0Þ−1 ð20Þ

and assume that σ0 ∝ 1=M2
V . The normalization is fixed

to the J=ψ absorptive cross section σðJ=ψNÞ ≃ 4 mb at

Pb

x

y

z
bp

bPb

p

V

γ

bV

2r

FIG. 4. The geometry of the pþ Pb → pþ V þ Pb process,
where (x, y) is the transverse plane and z is in the direction of the
beam. The black dotted curves indicate that we add coherently the
contributions of each nucleon absorbing a photon inside the lead
ion tube of the radius r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4BV
p

directed along the beam (z) axis.
The transverse size of the tube, r, is driven by the t slope (i.e. the
size) of the γ þ N → V þ N amplitude. The extra factor
4πBVTðbVÞ in (15) in comparison with (11) is the number of
nucleons which may act coherently inside this tube of transverse
area 4πBV . Note that the photons can be emitted and absorbed at
different points along the z beam axis, so bV covers all the points
in the red tube taken appropriately over the Pb ion.
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W ≃ 10 GeV for a completely dressed J=ψ meson mea-
sured by the N50 Collaboration [24]. For the Pomeron
intercept we take αPð0Þ − 1 ¼ 0.25. This is consistent with
the DIS data and the intercept of the Balitsky-Fadin-
Kuraev-Lipatov Pomeron after the resummation of the
next-to-leading logarithmic corrections [25–28]. Since the
expected value of σðϒNÞ is small, the survival probability
due to ϒ absorption, S2V , is rather close to unity.
To demonstrate the effect, we compare the obtained

results with those taking σðϒNÞ ¼ 0. The difference never
exceeds 6%–10%. Accounting for the “undressed meson”
problem this means that for the mesons going with large
rapidity in the lead ion direction the true value of S2 may be
about 3%–5% larger.
Finally, there is some uncertainty due to the value of the

proton-nucleon cross section σðpNÞ. Recall that at 8 TeV
TOTEM had measured σtotðppÞ ¼ ð103� 2.3Þ mb [29],
while ATLAS-ALFA gives ð96� 1Þ mb [30]. Here we take
σðpNÞ ¼ 100 mb for our numerics. The corresponding
uncertainty is about 3%–4%.

D. Numerical results for ðphoton fluxÞ ×
ðgap survivalÞ

For proton-lead collisions, Eq. (3) is replaced by the
form

dσðpþ Pb → pþ V þ PbÞ
dY

¼ S2ðWPbÞ
�
kþ

dnPb
dkþ

�
σγpðWPbÞ

þ S2ðWpÞ
�
k−

dnp
dk−

�
ðσincohðWpÞ þ σcohðWpÞÞR2

A; ð21Þ

where the nuclear modification factor RAð2ξÞ ¼
gPbð2ξÞ=ðAgpð2ξÞÞ accounts for the fact that the gluon

distribution4 in the lead ion may differ from the sum of the
gluon distributions in free nucleons. The value of the
nucleon modification factor RAð2ξÞ at the corresponding
scale μ ¼ MV=2 is taken from the EPPS16 NLO analysis
[31]. It is convenient to introduce the so-called “effective
fluxes” fPb and fp, which include the original photon flux
xdn=dx times the survival and nuclear modification
effects.5 The effective flux radiated by the lead ion is

fPbð2ξÞ ¼
σPb

σðγ þ p → V þ pÞ ; ð22Þ

where σPb is given by (16). The effect of the flux radiated
by the proton is given by the sum of coherent and
incoherent fluxes

fincohð2ξÞ ¼
σincoh

σðγ þ p → V þ pÞR
2
Að2ξÞ ð23Þ

and

fcohð2ξÞ ¼
σcoh

σðγ þ p → V þ pÞR
2
Að2ξÞ; ð24Þ

where σincoh and σcoh are given by (11) and (15),
respectively. Here, 2ξ ¼ 2M2

V=ð2W2 −M2
VÞ ≈M2

V=W
2

for W2 ≫ M2
V, i.e. 2ξ ≪ 1, is the fractional momentum

transfer provided by the two-gluon exchange.
Finally, the cross section of heavy vector meson pro-

duction can be written as

FIG. 5. The LO and the NLO quark contributions to γ þ p → V þ p amplitude. The parton momentum fractions are xþ ξ and x − ξ
and k is the loop momentum.

4Recall that the value of σðγ þ p → V þ pÞ ∝ ð2ξgð2ξÞÞ2 is
almost completely driven by the gluon distribution.

5It is not completely correct to use the word “flux” for a
quantity which includes these additional effects; however, we use
it since it enables us to shorten the description of the compu-
tations.
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dσðpþ Pb → pþ V þ PbÞ
dY

¼ fPbðWPbÞσγpðWPbÞ þ ðfincohðWpÞ
þ fcohðWpÞÞσγpðWpÞ: ð25Þ

Here the values of WPb and Wp correspond to the energies
of the γ þ p → V þ p process initiated by the photon
emitted off the lead ion and proton beam, respectively.
The values of the effective fluxes are presented in

Tables I and II in Appendix B for ϒ and J=ψ production
at proton-nucleon collision energy ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV. The
analogous values at ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 8.16 TeV are given in
Tables III and IV.

IV. COMPARISON WITH DATA

In this section, we compare our theoretical predictions
with the rapidity differential cross section data from
ALICE [32,33] and CMS [34] for the process pþ Pb →
pþ V þ Pb, where V ¼ J=ψ ;ϒ. Using Eq. (25) we
compute dσðpþ Pb → pþ J=ψ þ PbÞ=dY, with σγp
evaluated using, as input, the gluon parton distribution
function (PDF) fit obtained from our previous analy-
ses [35].
We work at NLO within the collinear factorization

scheme and express the amplitude for exclusive heavy
vector meson photoproduction as

A ¼ 4π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πα

p
eqðϵ�V · ϵγÞ
Nc

�
8hO1iV
M3

V

�
1=2

×
Z

1

−1
dxðCgðx; ξÞFgðx; ξÞ þ Cqðx; ξÞFqðx; ξÞÞ; ð26Þ

where Fg and Fq are the gluon and quark singlet gener-
alized parton distributions, Cg and Cq are the gluon and
quark coefficient functions, respectively (see [1,2]), and
x − ξ, xþ ξ are the parton momentum fractions in the light-
cone direction Pþ. The corresponding gluon and quark
coefficient functions for exclusive heavy vector meson
electroproduction were calculated in Refs. [36,37]. The
dependence on the factorization and renormalization scales
μF and μR, respectively, and on the four-momentum
transfer squared, t, is not shown. The setup is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The nonrelativistic QCD matrix element hO1iV is
fixed by the experimental value of the heavy vector meson
decay width to a dilepton pair; see [38].
We take μR ¼ μF and use the “optimal” factorization

scale μF ¼ MV=2; see [39]. That is, the exclusive J=ψ and
ϒ photoproduction data probe the gluon densities at two
different scales. Besides this, we implement the Q0

subtraction [2] needed to avoid the double counting
between the low kT < Q0 contributions in the NLO
coefficient functions and that hidden in the PDF inputs.

This choice provides a sufficiently good scale stability of
the prediction.6

The cross section σγp, integrated over the Mandelstam
variable t, is given by

σγpðWÞ ¼ 1

BVðWÞ
�
dσ
dt

ðγp → VpÞjt¼0

�

¼ 1

BVðWÞ
ðImAÞ2ð1þ ρ2Þ

16πW4
; ð27Þ

where

ρ ¼ ReA
ImA

¼ tan

�
π

2

∂ lnðImA=W2Þ
∂ lnW2

�
ð28Þ

is the real part correction (see e.g. [40]) and BVðWÞ is
the Regge-motivated energy-dependent slope parameter
given by

BVðWÞ ¼
�
B0 þ 4α0P ln

�
W
W0

��
GeV−2: ð29Þ

Here, B0 ¼ 4.9 for V ¼ J=ψ [41] and B0 ¼ 4.63 for
V ¼ ϒ, with α0P ¼ 0.06 and W0 ¼ 90 GeV [42]. The
smaller value of B0 for the case V ¼ ϒ is due to the need
for reducing the J=ψ slope parameter by the factor
4α0 lnðMϒ=MJ=ψ Þ.
Figure 6 shows our rapidity differential cross section

predictions at ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 5.02 TeV for the process

pþ Pb → pþ V þ Pb. The upper row shows the predic-
tions for V ¼ J=ψ and the lower one for V ¼ ϒ. In the left
panels, we show the decomposition of the total cross
section result into the γp contribution [the first term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (25), labeled by σPb in the figure]
and the γ-Pb contribution [the second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (25), labeled by σp in the figure]. In the
right panels, we show our results compared with existing
data from ALICE and/or CMS [32–34]. The error bands are
indicative of the uncertainty due to our previous low-x
gluon PDF fit [35] only and does not account for theoretical
uncertainties in the present formalism. We emphasize that
no fit is performed to the p-Pb data here, and the width of
the bands is given by propagating the errors on the fit
parameters using the full covariance matrix obtained from
our previous gluon PDF fit made to the low-x exclusive
J=ψ data in pp collisions in Ref. [35].
For V ¼ J=ψ, the γ-Pb contribution is less than a percent

at midrapidity, while for V ¼ ϒ, it is as much as 7%. The
mass of the ϒ is ∼3 times that of the J=ψ and so (with
kþ ∝ MV and Wþ ∝

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MV

p
) the typical photon energy in

exclusive ϒ production is now much larger than in
exclusive J=ψ production for a given Y lab. Therefore,

6Recall that exactly the same approach (that is, use of the
optimal scale μF ¼ MV=2 and the Q0 subtraction) was applied in
Ref. [35] to determine the low-x gluon PDF from exclusive J=ψ
data, used in the present analysis.
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the photon flux radiated off Pb is relatively suppressed for
ϒ production. We remark that for Y lab < −3 in Fig. 6(c),
the photon radiated by Pb has a somewhat greater x (with
respect to the nucleon in Pb) and so the value of bV ¼ bγ [in
Eq. (18)] is rather small. This means that the integrated flux
from Pb is not large and S2ðbVÞ is small. On the other hand,
the photon radiated by the proton has a much smaller x
(with respect to the proton) leading to a larger S2 and a
larger integrated flux. This is evident from Table III where,
for Y lab < −3, the value of fPb is an order of magnitude
smaller than fp. The energy dependence of σðγ þ N →
V þ NÞ does not compensate this difference forffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 5.02 TeV. This accounts for the Wp contribution
being greater than the WPb one in this region.
Our predictions agree favorably with the ALICE data,

particularly at backward, central and semiforward rapidities.

For V ¼ J=ψ, our prediction undershoots the data for
Y lab ≥ 2.5. In this region, however, our prediction is well
constrained. As shown above, the dominant contribution
comes from the photon radiated by Pb, occurring at large b,
with S2 very close to unity where we have practically no
uncertainty in the photon flux. On the other hand, the
“gamma-proton” center-of-mass energy is relatively small,
and this is precisely the region where our gluon PDF fit
agreed well with the HERA data [35]. The earlier ALICE
data from Ref. [32] for Y lab ≥ 2.5 show an unexpected
plateauing behavior and are arguably inconsistent with
those in Ref. [33].7
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FIG. 6. Theoretical predictions for coherent exclusive J=ψ and ϒ photoproduction rapidity differential cross sections in p-Pb
collisions with ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV. Panels (a) and (c) show the decomposition of the total cross section into the σPb and σp
contributions; see text for details. Panels (b) and (d) compare our predictions with existing data from ALICE and/or CMS [32–34]. We
emphasize that no fit is made to the data shown; the width of the uncertainty bands is obtained by the �1σ statistical uncertainties and
the normalization errors of the datasets used in our previous fit [35] to determine the low-x gluon PDF, which is used in the present
analysis.

7The behavior of the earlier ALICE data in Fig. 6(b) are
incompatible with other theoretical predictions, too; see e.g.
Fig. 4 of Ref. [6].
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In Fig. 7, we show the analogous set of plots atffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 8.16 TeV. There are currently no data for pþ
Pb → pþ V þ Pb at this center-of-mass energy, but forth-
coming measurements for the case V ¼ ϒ from CMS are
anticipated [43,44]. Our results for the rapidity distribution
are qualitatively consistent with the shapes predicted by
other approaches; however, the normalization of our
prediction is larger than that obtained from CGC mod-
els [3,4].
In both Figs. 6 and 7, note that the larger dσ=dY lab at

positive Y lab is indicative of the proton direction corre-
sponding to the positive Y lab. At negative Y lab the distri-
bution is skewed due to a smaller energy per nucleon in the
Pb ion. Indeed, at large rapidities in the Pb direction (i.e.
large negative Y lab), the contribution due to the photon
radiated from Pb is strongly suppressed, especially in the ϒ
case, since the momentum fraction x ∝ ðMV=

ffiffiffi
s

p Þ expðYÞ

carried by the photon becomes large and the transverse
momentum cutoff xmp becomes comparable with the
inverse lead ion radius 1=RPb; i.e. here we deal with the
impact parameter bV ∼ RPb. Therefore, in this region,
the survival factor S2ðbVÞ suppresses the σPb contribution,
and the second term of (25), i.e. the photons radiated by the
proton, starts to dominate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have predicted the cross sections for exclusive J=ψ
and ϒmeson production in proton-lead ion collisions at the
LHC for center-of-mass energies ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV andffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 8.16 TeV, using the low-x gluon distribution
extracted in Ref. [35] from the data on pþ p →
pþ J=ψ þ p. We account for the gap survival probability
caused by both the additional proton-lead interactions and
the interaction of the secondary vector meson inside the
heavy ion.
As expected, the dominant contribution to the cross

section in exclusive p-Pb collisions comes from the
amplitude where the photon is radiated by the lead ion
(for all rapidities Y lab ≳ −3). However, our detailed study
finds that the naively expected dominance of the Z2

enhancement of the cross section, when we go from
exclusive production from photons radiated by a proton
to that for photons radiated by the heavy ion, is consid-
erably reduced. Nevertheless, we find that the enhancement
is still sufficient to enable forthcoming data for exclusive
heavy vector meson production in p-Pb collisions to
provide additional constraints on the free proton gluon
PDF at low to moderate values of x and scale. Such data
could be used in a combined fit with those in pp collisions
anticipated from the high-luminosity phase of the LHC, as
well as in the upcoming ep program of the electron-ion
collider, to provide refined constraints on the gluon PDF.
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APPENDIX A: DENSITY PROFILE
OF THE Pb ION

The density profile of the Pb ion felt by the proton may
be written in the form
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FIG. 7. Theoretical predictions for coherent exclusive J=ψ and
ϒ photoproduction rapidity differential cross sections in p-Pb
collisions with ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 8.16 TeV. The bands and curves are as
described in the caption of Fig. 6. Note that currently there are no
data for the process pþ Pb → pþ V þ Pb, with V ¼ J=ψ ;ϒ, at
this center-of-mass energy, but measurements for ϒ photopro-
duction are shortly anticipated [43,44].
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TðbVÞ ¼
Z þ∞

−∞
drzðρpðrÞ þ ρnðrÞÞ; ðA1Þ

where in terms of the transverse vectors bV and bPb, the
impact parameter rt ¼ jbV − bPbj and with our choice of
the origin of the transverse plane, bPb ¼ 0, we have rt ¼ bV
with r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2z þ r2t

p
. For the nucleon density in lead, ρðrÞ,

we use the Woods-Saxon form [45]

ρNðrÞ ¼
ρ0

1þ exp ððr − RÞ=dÞ ; ðA2Þ

where the parameters d and R, respectively, characterize the
skin thickness and the radius of the nucleon density in the
heavy ion; r ¼ ðrz; rtÞ. For 208Pb we take the recent results
of Refs. [46,47]:

Rp ¼ 6.680 fm; dp ¼ 0.447 fm;

Rn ¼ ð6.67� 0.03Þ fm; dn ¼ ð0.55� 0.01Þ fm: ðA3Þ

The nucleon densities ρ are normalized to

Z
ρpðrÞd3r ¼ Z;

Z
ρnðrÞd3r ¼ Nn; ðA4Þ

for which the corresponding proton (neutron) densities
are ρ0 ¼ 0.063 ð0.093Þ fm−3.

APPENDIX B: TABLES OF EFFECTIVE FLUXES

The values of the effective fluxes used in Eq. (25) are
presented in Tables I and II below forϒ and J=ψ production
at proton-nucleon collision energy ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV. The
analogous values at ffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 8.16 TeV are also given, in
Tables III and IV.
The first column is the rapidity Y lab of the vector meson

measured in the laboratory frame. We account for the
asymmetry of proton-ion collisions. In the case of lead
we have (in the laboratory frame) a proton beammomentum

equal to 4 TeV (6.5 TeV), while the momentum of a nucleon
in lead is 4ðZ=AÞ ¼ 1.58 TeV [6.5ðZ=AÞ ¼ 2.56 TeV] forffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 5.02 ð8.16Þ TeV. Positive Y lab > 0 corresponds to
the vector meson going in the proton direction.
The second and fourth columns are the γ-nucleon

collision energies WPb and Wp, respectively. The effective
flux fPb is given in the third column while the fluxes fincoh
and fcoh and their sum are shown in the fifth, sixth and
seventh column, respectively.
Column eight gives the sum fincoh þ fcoh for the case

RA ¼ 1. The factor of RA enters only the term where the
photon is radiated by the proton and, as shown in Figs. 6
and 7, this contribution is relatively small (especially for
J=ψ ) and can be seen at large backward rapidities only. The
contribution due to the term where the photon is radiated
from the proton with and without inclusion of the nuclear
modification factor, RA, is shown in Fig. 8. This difference
at the total cross section level amounts to at most a few
percent only for the J=ψ case because the contribution
when the photon is radiated from the lead ion dominates.
Therefore, the nuclear modification factor is hardly seen in
p-Pb collisions, where the first term of (25) dominates.
This factor can be much better observed (and measured)
in the Pb-Pb setup; see e.g. [48] for a baseline description of
the Pbþ Pb → Pbþ J=ψ þ Pb process in the collinear
factorization framework to NLO.
Note that, in asymmetric p-Pb collisions, the laboratory

frame does not coincide with the center-of-momentum
frame of the p-Pb system and so Eq. (2) should be adjusted.
For the case where the vector meson is detected at positive
rapidities (corresponding to the configurations in the upper
row of Fig. 9),

W2þ ¼ MV
ffiffiffi
s

p
eþðY lab−Y0Þ ¼ W2

p and

W2
− ¼ MV

ffiffiffi
s

p
e−ðY lab−Y0Þ ¼ W2

Pb; ðB1Þ

where Y0 ¼ 0.465 is the shift of the nucleon-nucleon center
of mass with respect to the laboratory frame.
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TABLE I. The effective photon flux fPb and fincoh, fcoh radiated in the case of ϒ production at proton-nucleon collision energyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 5.02 TeV by the lead ion and by the proton beam.

Y lab WPb (GeV) fPb Wp (GeV) fincoh fcoh fincoh þ fcoh fincoh þ fcohðRA ¼ 1Þ
−5.125 3570 0.464 × 10−12 13.31 6.23 0.0 6.23 7.16
−4.875 3150 0.577 × 10−10 15.08 5.77 0.52 × 10−21 5.77 6.91
−4.625 2780 0.930 × 10−8 17.09 6.37 0.22 × 10−10 6.37 6.66
−4.375 2450 0.725 × 10−6 19.37 6.83 0.51 × 10−5 6.83 6.41
−4.125 2160 0.262 × 10−4 21.95 7.11 0.39 × 10−2 7.11 6.16
−3.875 1910 0.481 × 10−3 24.87 7.21 0.15 7.36 6.03
−3.625 1690 0.500 × 10−2 28.18 7.17 1.2 8.35 6.60
−3.375 1490 0.326 × 10−1 31.93 7.03 3.9 10.9 8.38
−3.125 1310 0.146 36.18 6.75 7.5 14.2 10.9
−2.875 1160 0.482 41.00 6.29 11 16.8 13.2
−2.625 1020 1.26 46.46 5.64 12 17.8 14.7
−2.375 902 2.71 52.64 4.97 12 17.4 15.5
−2.125 796 5.03 59.65 4.36 12 16.3 15.6
−1.875 703 8.33 67.60 3.81 11 14.9 15.4
−1.625 620 12.6 76.60 3.35 10 13.4 14.8
−1.375 547 17.7 86.80 2.96 9.1 12.1 14.1
−1.125 483 23.5 98.35 2.64 8.2 10.9 13.3
−0.875 426 29.9 111.45 2.36 7.4 9.77 12.4
−0.625 376 36.7 126.29 2.11 6.7 8.79 11.5
−0.375 332 43.8 143.10 1.89 6.0 7.91 10.6
−0.125 293 51.2 162.16 1.69 5.4 7.09 9.74
0.125 258 58.6 183.75 1.51 4.8 6.33 8.83
0.375 228 66.2 208.21 1.33 4.3 5.61 7.94
0.625 201 73.9 235.94 1.17 3.8 4.93 7.06
0.875 178 81.6 267.35 1.02 3.3 4.29 6.21
1.125 157 89.4 302.95 0.88 2.8 3.68 5.37
1.375 138 97.2 343.29 0.74 2.4 3.11 4.58
1.625 122 105 389.00 0.62 1.9 2.57 3.82
1.875 108 113 440.79 0.51 1.6 2.08 3.11
2.125 95.1 121 499.48 0.40 1.2 1.63 2.46
2.375 83.9 128 565.99 0.31 0.93 1.24 1.88
2.625 74.0 136 641.35 0.23 0.67 0.903 1.38
2.875 65.3 144 726.74 0.17 0.46 0.630 0.971
3.125 57.7 152 823.50 0.12 0.30 0.419 0.650
3.375 50.9 160 933.15 0.08 0.19 0.266 0.415
3.625 44.9 167 1057.40 0.05 0.11 0.161 0.253
3.875 39.6 175 1198.19 0.03 0.60 × 10−1 0.939 × 10−1 0.149
4.125 35.0 183 1357.73 0.02 0.32 × 10−1 0.535 × 10−1 0.852 × 10−1

4.375 30.9 191 1538.51 0.01 0.16 × 10−1 0.300 × 10−1 0.480 × 10−1

4.625 27.2 199 1743.36 0.01 0.80 × 10−2 0.165 × 10−1 0.267 × 10−1

4.875 24.0 206 1975.48 0.01 0.38 × 10−2 0.892 × 10−2 0.145 × 10−1

5.125 21.2 214 2238.52 0.00 0.18 × 10−2 0.459 × 10−2 0.749 × 10−2
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TABLE II. The effective photon flux fPb and fincoh, fcoh radiated in the case of J=ψ production at proton-nucleon collision energyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 5.02 TeV by the lead ion and by the proton beam.

Y lab WPb (GeV) fPb Wp (GeV) fincoh fcoh fincoh þ fcoh fincoh þ fcohðRA ¼ 1Þ
−5.125 2040 0.102 × 10−3 7.62 5.68 0.18 × 10−1 5.70 4.16
−4.875 1800 0.145 × 10−2 8.63 5.50 0.29 5.79 4.06
−4.625 1590 0.121 × 10−1 9.78 5.21 1.3 6.54 4.49
−4.375 1400 0.662 × 10−1 11.08 4.80 3.1 7.90 5.44
−4.125 1240 0.257 12.56 4.10 4.5 8.63 6.41
−3.875 1090 0.759 14.23 3.31 5.0 8.30 7.03
−3.625 964 1.81 16.12 2.55 4.6 7.17 7.21
−3.375 851 3.63 18.27 1.93 3.9 5.80 7.04
−3.125 751 6.38 20.70 1.46 3.1 4.58 6.65
−2.875 663 10.1 23.46 1.12 2.5 3.58 6.13
−2.625 585 14.7 26.58 0.87 1.9 2.80 5.56
−2.375 516 20.2 30.12 0.69 1.5 2.22 4.98
−2.125 455 26.2 34.13 0.56 1.2 1.78 4.42
−1.875 402 32.8 38.68 0.47 1.0 1.46 3.89
−1.625 355 39.8 43.83 0.39 0.82 1.21 3.40
−1.375 313 47.0 49.66 0.34 0.68 1.02 2.95
−1.125 276 54.4 56.27 0.29 0.57 0.860 2.54
−0.875 244 61.9 63.77 0.25 0.48 0.733 2.18
−0.625 215 69.5 72.26 0.22 0.40 0.626 1.85
−0.375 190 77.2 81.88 0.20 0.34 0.535 1.57
−0.125 168 84.9 92.78 0.17 0.28 0.456 1.32
0.125 148 92.7 105.13 0.15 0.24 0.389 1.11
0.375 130 100 119.13 0.13 0.20 0.330 0.922
0.625 115 108 134.99 0.12 0.16 0.279 0.764
0.875 102 116 152.97 0.10 0.13 0.235 0.630
1.125 89.7 124 173.34 0.09 0.11 0.197 0.517
1.375 79.1 132 196.42 0.08 0.86 × 10−1 0.164 0.423
1.625 69.8 139 222.57 0.07 0.69 × 10−1 0.136 0.344
1.875 61.6 147 252.20 0.06 0.54 × 10−1 0.112 0.279
2.125 54.4 155 285.78 0.05 0.42 × 10−1 0.918 × 10−1 0.225
2.375 48.0 163 323.83 0.04 0.33 × 10−1 0.748 × 10−1 0.181
2.625 42.4 170 366.95 0.04 0.25 × 10−1 0.605 × 10−1 0.145
2.875 37.4 178 415.81 0.03 0.19 × 10−1 0.486 × 10−1 0.115
3.125 33.0 186 471.18 0.02 0.14 × 10−1 0.388 × 10−1 0.911 × 10−1

3.375 29.1 194 533.91 0.02 0.11 × 10−1 0.307 × 10−1 0.717 × 10−1

3.625 25.7 202 605.00 0.02 0.78 × 10−2 0.242 × 10−1 0.562 × 10−1

3.875 22.7 209 685.56 0.01 0.56 × 10−2 0.190 × 10−1 0.437 × 10−1

4.125 20.0 217 776.84 0.01 0.40 × 10−2 0.148 × 10−1 0.339 × 10−1

4.375 17.7 225 880.27 0.01 0.29 × 10−2 0.114 × 10−1 0.262 × 10−1

4.625 15.6 233 997.48 0.01 0.20 × 10−2 0.884 × 10−2 0.202 × 10−1

4.875 13.8 240 1130.29 0.01 0.14 × 10−2 0.673 × 10−2 0.154 × 10−1

5.125 12.1 248 1280.79 0.00 0.96 × 10−3 0.505 × 10−2 0.116 × 10−1
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TABLE III. The effective photon flux fPb and fincoh, fcoh radiated in the case of ϒ production at proton-nucleon collision energyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 8.16 TeV by the lead ion and by the proton beam.

Y lab WPb (GeV) fPb Wp (GeV) fincoh fcoh fincoh þ fcoh fincoh þ fcohðRA ¼ 1Þ
−5.125 4550 0.548 × 10−8 16.97 7.14 0.90 × 10−11 7.14 7.52
−4.875 4010 0.482 × 10−6 19.23 7.70 0.35 × 10−5 7.70 7.27
−4.625 3540 0.190 × 10−4 21.79 8.07 0.33 × 10−2 8.07 7.02
−4.375 3130 0.374 × 10−3 24.69 8.22 0.15 8.37 6.88
−4.125 2760 0.410 × 10−2 27.98 8.22 1.2 9.47 7.49
−3.875 2430 0.279 × 10−1 31.70 8.11 4.2 12.3 9.51
−3.625 2150 0.129 35.92 7.85 8.4 16.3 12.4
−3.375 1900 0.437 40.70 7.37 12 19.5 15.2
−3.125 1670 1.16 46.12 6.65 14 20.8 17.2
−2.875 1480 2.54 52.26 5.92 15 20.7 18.3
−2.625 1300 4.78 59.22 5.23 14 19.5 18.7
−2.375 1150 7.99 67.11 4.61 13 18.0 18.5
−2.125 1010 12.2 76.04 4.08 12 16.4 18.0
−1.875 896 17.2 86.17 3.65 11 14.9 17.4
−1.625 790 23.0 97.64 3.28 10 13.6 16.6
−1.375 697 29.3 110.64 2.97 9.4 12.4 15.7
−1.125 615 36.1 125.38 2.69 8.6 11.3 14.8
−0.875 543 43.2 142.07 2.45 7.9 10.3 13.9
−0.625 479 50.5 160.99 2.23 7.2 9.43 12.9
−0.375 423 58.0 182.42 2.03 6.6 8.60 12.0
−0.125 373 65.6 206.71 1.84 6.0 7.82 11.1
0.125 329 73.2 234.23 1.67 5.4 7.07 10.1
0.375 291 80.9 265.42 1.50 4.9 6.37 9.21
0.625 257 88.7 300.76 1.34 4.4 5.69 8.31
0.875 226 96.5 340.81 1.19 3.9 5.04 7.43
1.125 200 104 386.19 1.04 3.4 4.42 6.57
1.375 176 112 437.61 0.91 2.9 3.83 5.73
1.625 156 120 495.87 0.78 2.5 3.27 4.93
1.875 137 128 561.90 0.65 2.1 2.75 4.17
2.125 121 135 636.72 0.54 1.7 2.26 3.45
2.375 107 143 721.49 0.44 1.4 1.81 2.79
2.625 94.4 151 817.56 0.35 1.1 1.41 2.19
2.875 83.3 159 926.42 0.27 0.79 1.06 1.66
3.125 73.5 167 1049.77 0.20 0.57 0.766 1.20
3.375 64.9 174 1189.54 0.14 0.39 0.530 0.837
3.625 57.2 182 1347.93 0.10 0.25 0.348 0.555
3.875 50.5 190 1527.40 0.07 0.15 0.219 0.351
4.125 44.6 198 1730.77 0.04 0.87 × 10−1 0.132 0.212
4.375 39.3 206 1961.22 0.03 0.48 × 10−1 0.766 × 10−1 0.124
4.625 34.7 213 2222.35 0.02 0.25 × 10−1 0.435 × 10−1 0.710 × 10−1

4.875 30.6 221 2518.26 0.01 0.13 × 10−1 0.244 × 10−1 0.400 × 10−1

5.125 27.0 229 2853.56 0.01 0.62 × 10−2 0.135 × 10−1 0.222 × 10−1
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TABLE IV. The effective photon flux fPb and fincoh, fcoh radiated in the case of J=ψ production at proton-nucleon collision energyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN
p ¼ 8.16 TeV by the lead ion and by the proton beam.

Y lab WPb (GeV) fPb Wp (GeV) fincoh fcoh fincoh þ fcoh fincoh þ fcohðRA ¼ 1Þ
−5.125 2600 0.102 × 10−1 9.71 5.80 1.4 7.19 4.94
−4.875 2300 0.577 × 10−1 11.00 5.37 3.3 8.70 5.99
−4.625 2030 0.230 12.47 4.63 5.0 9.62 7.11
−4.375 1790 0.695 14.13 3.76 5.6 9.36 7.86
−4.125 1580 1.68 16.01 2.91 5.2 8.15 8.11
−3.875 1390 3.43 18.14 2.21 4.4 6.64 7.97
−3.625 1230 6.10 20.55 1.68 3.6 5.27 7.56
−3.375 1080 9.73 23.29 1.30 2.8 4.13 7.01
−3.125 957 14.3 26.39 1.01 2.2 3.25 6.39
−2.875 845 19.7 29.90 0.80 1.8 2.57 5.76
−2.625 746 25.7 33.89 0.66 1.4 2.09 5.14
−2.375 658 32.2 38.40 0.55 1.2 1.72 4.55
−2.125 581 39.2 43.51 0.46 0.97 1.43 4.00
−1.875 512 46.4 49.30 0.40 0.81 1.21 3.49
−1.625 452 53.7 55.87 0.34 0.68 1.03 3.03
−1.375 399 61.3 63.31 0.30 0.58 0.880 2.62
−1.125 352 68.9 71.74 0.27 0.49 0.758 2.25
−0.875 311 76.6 81.29 0.24 0.42 0.653 1.92
−0.625 274 84.3 92.11 0.21 0.35 0.562 1.63
−0.375 242 92.0 104.37 0.19 0.30 0.484 1.38
−0.125 214 99.8 118.27 0.17 0.25 0.415 1.16
0.125 188 108 134.02 0.15 0.21 0.356 0.974
0.375 166 115 151.86 0.13 0.17 0.303 0.814
0.625 147 123 172.08 0.12 0.14 0.258 0.678
0.875 130 131 195.00 0.10 0.12 0.218 0.564
1.125 114 139 220.96 0.09 0.95 × 10−1 0.184 0.467
1.375 101 146 250.38 0.08 0.77 × 10−1 0.155 0.387
1.625 89.0 154 283.72 0.07 0.62 × 10−1 0.130 0.319
1.875 78.6 162 321.50 0.06 0.49 × 10−1 0.109 0.263
2.125 69.3 170 364.30 0.05 0.39 × 10−1 0.904 × 10−1 0.217
2.375 61.2 178 412.81 0.04 0.31 × 10−1 0.750 × 10−1 0.178
2.625 54.0 185 467.77 0.04 0.24 × 10−1 0.619 × 10−1 0.145
2.875 47.7 193 530.06 0.03 0.19 × 10−1 0.508 × 10−1 0.119
3.125 42.1 201 600.63 0.03 0.14 × 10−1 0.416 × 10−1 0.963 × 10−1

3.375 37.1 209 680.61 0.02 0.11 × 10−1 0.338 × 10−1 0.778 × 10−1

3.625 32.8 216 771.23 0.02 0.83 × 10−2 0.273 × 10−1 0.627 × 10−1

3.875 28.9 224 873.92 0.02 0.62 × 10−2 0.219 × 10−1 0.501 × 10−1

4.125 25.5 232 990.28 0.01 0.46 × 10−2 0.174 × 10−1 0.398 × 10−1

4.375 22.5 240 1122.13 0.01 0.33 × 10−2 0.138 × 10−1 0.315 × 10−1

4.625 19.9 248 1271.54 0.01 0.24 × 10−2 0.108 × 10−1 0.248 × 10−1

4.875 17.5 255 1440.85 0.01 0.17 × 10−2 0.852 × 10−2 0.195 × 10−1

5.125 15.5 263 1632.69 0.01 0.12 × 10−2 0.663 × 10−2 0.152 × 10−1
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FIG. 8. The contribution due to the term where the photon is emitted from the proton, σp, with and without inclusion of the nuclear
modification factor RA. The left panel is for the J=ψ production at ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV and the right panel is for ϒ production at the same
center-of-mass energy.

FIG. 9. The four kinematic configurations for exclusive heavy vector meson V ultraperipheral production in p-Pb collisions at a given
rapidity Y occurring via a photoproduction subprocess at two energies, Wþ and W−. The incoming photon is a Weizsäcker-Williams
photon that has been emitted from a proton (lead nucleus) and interacts with an incoming lead nucleus (proton). The vector meson can
travel in the direction of the photon (Wþ) or against the direction of the photon (W−).
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